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On behalf of all our staff and collaborative partners welcome to Issue 1

Welcome to Health of our newsletter.
Education
Collaborative It is with great pleasure that I have the opportunity to introduce you to
Health Education Collaborative (HEC).

A message from the
Health Education Collaborative is a clinician owned and run education
CEO provider, we strive for clinical excellence in developing and delivering
innovative online and face to face courses and programs that address
the actual needs of clinicians and health care education in general.
Patient safety and best practice clinical outcomes are our goal.
We have been working hard over the past 6 months listening to clinicians
working all areas including hospitals, general practice/primary care and
community to establish what education is important to them. This is
Bruce Greaves helped us design and develop specialised education programs to meet
their learning needs.

CEO/Director

One section of our work is bespoke, working with organisations to
develop programs and courses specifically for them. These courses are
their own; branded and marketed to their organisation or groups - “the
collaborative approch to education delivery”. As well as collaborative
courses and programs we will be releasing several programs in early
2020 that we have been developing over the past few months.
We are excited and looking forward to a “HEC” of a time in 2020.
Welcome to Health Education Collaborative.
Bruce Greaves CEO/Director
Health Education Collaborative
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We take course development seriously
Staff Training

During the past 6 months we have been developing our capacity and
expertise in course development with staff attending various courses on
instructional design, visual learning, interactive infographics and agile
design methods amongst others.
Our goal is to make the learning experience innovative, interesting,
structured and most of all enjoyable.
Let’s face it we have all attended boring courses, online programs that
are all text with little interaction, the odd photo or video or a face to face
course where the lecturer just repeats the PowerPoint slides.

Above is an example of an interactive animation which is utilised as part
of our courses. This is designed to help you retain information from areas
just studied. It’s a learning knowledge check not an assessment; its
interactive, guides you to the correct answer and informs you of further
information related to the question and topic.
This is just one of the innovative interactions that we use in our courses.
Content is everything! It needs to be up to date and valid. Our courses
are developed by exceptional clinicians who are have expertise in their
clinical area and validated buy our education committee. Excellent
content, along with innovative interactive course design is paramount to
us and that’s why we invest in staff training.
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Course Release

Clinical Assessment
Health Education Collaborative have developed a course in clinical
assessment. The importance of good clinical assessment cannot be
underestimated, recognition of the deteriorating patient is fundamental
for patient safety.

I am passionate about teaching clinical assessment in a structure and
methodical approach. I have been working for over 10 years in
Margaret Villella simulation, facilitating clinical scenarios and MET/ALS simulations for
Director and medical and nursing professionals.

Director of This course has been developed by myself and an Emergency Physician
Education who is also a simulation facilitator. This course is the foundation course

of clinical assessment. Later this year there will be subsequent scenariobased training courses in clinical deterioration based on the DRSABCDE
principles.
Clinical Assessment is now live, go to our web site for more details and
to enroll in this must do course. It is imperative for clinicians to become
expert in a systematic assessment, so you can detect early signs of
deterioration and intervene appropriately.
This course is applicable for all clinicians working in all areas including
acute hospital and general practice.
Click HERE to view the Course in Clinical Assessment or visit our Web
site www.healthec.com.au

Web Site

Web Site
Our web site is undergoing lots of changes which will be happening over
the next few months. We want to make it easy to navigate (not 10
screens to scroll down to get to where you want to go), just a simple
slider main screen with top and bottom navigation bars.

_____

Simple slider (above) which will highlight our latest courses, programs or
events and inform you of what is coming.
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Our home page with our tree icons. The trees represent learning, growth
& development.

Collaborative
Partnerships

Partner with us.
Got an idea for a course or program?
Want to turn your academic research into a course?
Already have the material but not sure how to develop it and get it out
there?
Want someone to develop a learning program for your organisation
using your ideas?
We have a Learning Management System and became part of an
international learning and development community, so if we can’t do it,
we have access to thousands of course developers to help us achieve
the result we are looking for.
Developing a course with us means developing a partnership, you are
the expert of your course or program we are the experts in course
development and we are also experienced clinicians and speak your
language.
We develop courses and programs from short online programs to
accredited endorsed courses working together using a structured story
board approach an agile design methods.
We also create learning pathways utilising courses or programs that
organisations are already providing. In this collaborative approach of
grouping courses from a number of organisations including HEC courses
we create clinical career pathways for health professionals. This
provides the best outcomes for students and each collaborative partner
involved.
We partner with organisations, peak bodies and individuals to develop
courses branded and marketed as their own course powered by Health
Education Collaborative with a mutually beneficial outcome.
If you would like further information or to just run an idea by us, then
contact us via our web site to leave an expression of interest.
www.healthec.com.au
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Click HERE to go directly to the contact us page.
Or call: Bruce: 0444 547036

Clinical Assessment Course

Clinical
Assessment
Special Launch
Offer

As a special introductory offer, the first 25 people to enroll in the Clinical
Assessment course receive a beautiful Shanghai Suzy lipstick.
Shanghai Suzy lipsticks are vegan, cruelty-free and most importantly
made in locally (in Melbourne). HEC are proud to be supporting a local
small business.

www.shanghaisuzy.com

Click here to enroll in the course.
Next Issue: February 2020

Contact us:
Phone: Marg: 0419 939 458 or Bruce: 0444 547 036
Web page: http://www.healthec.com.au/
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